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Close Shave In Australia
It was close!! This was a
scream of Mr. David
Beckham. On January
30th, 2007, when two
airplanes came to crashing over the Great Barrier Reef. One of them
was a flight from Sydney
to Perth, 101. The other
one was a flight from
Sydney to
Tokyo, 109.
Both of the
planes were
having uneventful
journeys.
However, at
7:30am,
Flight 109
started flying
at a faster
speed than usual. The
pilot, Orlando Bloom didn't realize that there was
a plane ahead of his
plane (Flight 109). Few

minutes later, Mr.
Bloom (29) finally realized of Flight 101 and
told the workers on the
ground to tell the pilot
of Flight 101, Johnny
Depp to change direction. Flight 109 tried to
slow down, but It couldn't because Mr. Bloom
didn't want
his attendants to
become
worried.
The workers tried to
make contact with
Flight 101,
but they
couldn't
reach it in time.

by Natsuko Fujimaru

troller, tom Hanks on
the ground held his
breath until the last
moment, still trying to
reach Flight 101. He
shivered. Mr. Bloom
grabbed the handle and
did his best to avoid a
crash.
It was shown to people
all over the world by TV
News. The police are
now investigating the
cause of this Incident
and they are predicting
that the cause was fuel
related.
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At 8:00am, two airplanes started getting
closer. They had a close
shave!! Air Traffic Con-

Drugs Don’t Disappear– You Do
Accused– a university student. Kelly
Simpson, the student of
00 University has been
accused. Kelly Simpson
(19) had some problems
with her boyfriend,
Armstrong(20), and her
friend, Nancy Dorff(18).
In the early morning of
September 11th, Kelly
Simpson found her
friend, Miss. Dorff and
her boyfriend,
Mr.Armstrong walking
hand in hand, according to her statement.

After she saw that, she
called Miss. Dorff to
come to a vacant classroom. The accused didn't tell journalist about
what she said, so there
was no evidence about
the conversation. According to
the owner of
the Hiroo
bar, Ben Johnson(,
Miss. Simpson entered
the bar at 6:30 the
same day. She ordered
a bottle of vodka. Later

that night, Miss. Simpson was seen by Randy
Johnson(35) owner of
Ebisu Drug Store, buying 4 tablets of X.
Shortly after this, Miss
Simpson was arrested by police…
According to the
Shinagawa station, she was
charged with
drug possession.
On October 1st, she will
know If she Is guilty or
not because the court
case will begin. But the
journalists wants to

know about the boyfriend and the friends,
more than Kelly. Police
are now Interviewing
Alex Armstrong about
Miss Simpson’s case.

